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Abstract: Objectives: The principal objective of the study was to conduct a descriptive review of 1.000 clinical trials
(CT) evaluated by the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of a universitary hospital the Autonomous Region of Madrid, to
define the map of current clinical research and its concordance with official priority lines of investigation in Spain.
Methods: This is a prospective and analytic observational study of 1.000 CT, (980 with medicines), whose data were
collected during a period of six years (May 1999-May 2005) in the Hospital Universitario La Paz of Madrid. It analyzes
the intrinsic characteristics of the 1.000 CT evaluated over this period.
Results: For this study, 621 CT are being conducted in the medical area, 99 in pharmacology, 90 in surgery, 87 in
pediatrics, 42 in primary care centers, 28 in anesthesia and resuscitation, 25 in obstetrics and gynecology, 13 in central
services, and 13 in external centers that are non-dependent on the public health system. Of them, 151 CT are uni-center
and 849 multi-center, 490 of which are international. In terms of development phase, 103 are phase I, 128 phase II 468
phase III, and 215 phase IV. Sixty-six observational studies were evaluated, as well as 20 epidemiological studies. In
86%, the sponsor is the pharmaceutical industry. In 597 of the CT, the principal objectives of the study have been to
evaluate efficacy and safety. The population in 913 of the CT is adult, and pediatric in the remaining 87.
Conclusions: The CT with medicines were the most often evaluated, and the most frequent of those being phase III
protocols, multi-centric and international, with primary objectives of efficacy and safety in adult patients, and sponsored
almost exclusively by the pharmaceutical industry. The medical attending area of the hospital has the greatest prominence
of studies and the priority research lines were infectious diseases, especially HIV infection, prevention of cardiovascular
risk, rheumatological pathology, and studies of bioavailability. Genetic studies (pharmacogenetics and investigation of
genes responsible for pathologies) have in recent years become an important component of CT.
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INTRODUCTION
Attracting and investing resources in research is betting
on the innovation, the progress and the well-being of a country and his population. The increase of the clinical research
activities means, as well, a profit for the scientific community, for the country, and finally for the whole population.
Controlled clinical trials are the major tool to evaluate the
efficacy and safety of new drugs, generally corresponding to
the final phase of pharmaceutical research in biomedicine.

The objective of a clinical trial is, definitively, that of
responding to concrete questions that must be formulated
previously [1].
The pharmaceutical sponsoring industry and the regulating authorities are experts in the clinical development plan of
a drug and have a wide panorama in which the clinical trial
constitutes only one step in the process towards the commercialization of a drug [2].

Clinical research is a reference of the future profile of
drug treatments, and is a meticulous process that tries to assure the efficacy and safety of future drugs that will be used
daily in medical practice.

The new Spanish Royal Decree 223/2004, 6 February,
(RCL 2004, 325) [3], incorporates the 2001/20/CE Directive
of the European Parliament and Council, 4 April 2001
(LCEur 2001, 1529) [4], which unifies the legislations of the
member states of the European Union concerning CT with
medications in human beings.
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The need for a REC to review and approve all the documentation in which the conduct of a clinical trial is supported
is decisive for the publication of biomedical research results
concerning human beings [5].
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Currently in our country, little information exists about
the characteristics of the clinical trials presented to the REC,
perhaps due to the lack of computer applications in official
organizations to register and later exploit this information.
These are the reasons we proposed to study the situation, and
in our environment as a starting point.
In our hospital, research activity has tripled in the last six
years with respect to the previous 15. During the last six
years the REC has received 1.000 clinical trials, which is the
same number received in the 15 years before that. In the EC
of the hospital, currently, 200 clinical trials are evaluated
annually, which means that the hospital participates in some
35% of the clinical trials that are authorized each year in
Spain. The current number of clinical trials registered in the
REC up to December 2008 is 2.810.
OBJECTIVES
The principal objective of the study was to conduct a
descriptive analysis of the 1.000 CT evaluated by the REC of
the university hospital La Paz, between May of 1999 and
May of 2005, and their characteristics.
For that, we have considered:
1. The attending area in which the trial is conducted.
2. Field and development phase.
3. Objectives and study population.
4. Sponsor of the study.
Also, the prominence of the medical attending area in the
process of research with drugs is detailed, by comparing
groups of pathologies and clinical entities most studied in the
specialties of this area.
Finally, the concordance of the pathologies studied in the
medical attending area is compared with the priority lines of
research established by the National Program of Biomedicine of the National Plan for Scientific Research 2004-2007
(NPSR) [6].
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mation: methodological, administrative and follow-up information of each of the registered CT. All CT analyzed in
this study were registered in the database of the Technical
Secretary of the REC during the studied period. The principal information from each trial was introduced as it was accepted and was periodically updated. Later data download
was done through several queries in Access 97, specifically
intended to our objectives. All data were later exported to an
Excel work page.
Subsequent actions on the data:
1. Review and verification.
2. Classification and association of variables.
3. Consulting the sources documents in order to complete
the missing and discordant data.
The variables analyzed were the following:
1. Attending areas.
2. Field and development phase.
3. Objectives and study population.
4. Sponsors.
Later, those trials carried out in the medical attending
area of the hospital were selected and the following analysis
was developed:
1. Various specialties in the medical area, highlighting those
trials in which a single specialty or more than one at a
time was developed.
2. Groups of fundamental pathologies.
3. Clinical entities with the highest number of CT.
The principal lines of research of the NPSR [6] are
shown in Table 1
Table 1.

METHODS

The Principal Lines of Research of the Spanish
Program of Biomedicine of the National Plan for
Scientific Research 2004-2007 [6]

This is a prospective and analytic observational study of
1.000 CT whose data were collected during a period of six
years (May 1999 - May 2005).

Cancer

The Hospital Universitario La Paz is a central public
hospital, dependent on the Autonomous Region of Madrid,
with a reference population of 787.962 people. It is recognized as a referral center and for excellence in health services, for attending services, teaching, and research [7].

Infectious diseases and AIDS

Our Ethics Committee database has worked at full capacity during the six year chosen study period and entered data
are complete and uniform. This period also covers the time
where the legislation modifies the evaluation process for the
multi-centric CT. We have considered significant to analyse
this change from the point of view of REC that has been dynamically involved, even before the RD 223/2004 [3] came
into force, and with a large experience as Central Ethics
Committee.

Public Health

The database (Microsoft Access 97) created in 1999 was
conceived and designed to register the most relevant infor-
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Cardiovascular diseases
Nervous system and mental diseases
Genetic diseases, disease models and therapy
Respiratory diseases
Chronic diseases and inflammation
Pharmaceutical Research
Health services research

Statistical Analysis
The description of qualitative date was achieved in the
form of absolute frequencies and percentages.
Qualitative data were compared by the Chi-square test or
the exact Fisher test.
Data were analyzed using the statistical program SPSS
9.0 (SPSS Inc).
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Confidentiality
All the people who have managed the information studied are committed to confidentiality at all times in terms of
the product under investigation, the sponsor, the investigator
and the participant subjects.
Regarding the composition and the Standard Operating
Procedures, the EC of Hospital La Paz complies with the
regulation of the Good Clinical Practice (GCP) (CPMP/ICH/
135/95) and the Spanish legislation (RD 223/2004) [3].
RESULTS
Of a total of 1.000 CT, 621 were carried out in the medical area, 99 in clinical pharmacology, 90 in surgery, 87 in
pediatrics, 42 in primary care centers, 28 in anesthesia and
resuscitation, 25 in obstetrics and gynecology, 13 in central
services, and 13 in external centers not dependent on the
Madrid Institute of Health (Fig. 1).
Medical area

Alone

Epidemiological studies were defined as those in which
the fundamental factor studied is not a drug. They are, for
example, studies to validate questionnaires about symptoms
of a specific illness or transversals studies that determine the
prevalence of an illness in the general population [8].
Fig. (2) shows the distribution of the 1.000 trials according to field and development phase.
With respect to the field, 151 trials were uni-centric and
849 multi-centric, of which 490 are international and 359
national.
In terms of phase of clinical development, 103 are in
phase I, 128 in phase II, 468 in phase III, and 215 in phase
IV. Sixty-six were classified as observational after authorization, and 20 as epidemiological.
Fig. (3) shows the grouping of trials by objectives and by
study population.
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Fig. (1). Distribution of the 1.000 studies conducted in the different medical areas.
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The fundamental objective in more than half of the trials
(597) was exclusively to evaluate the efficacy and safety of
the drugs being researched. Of the rest of the trials, 106 have
pharmacological objectives (pharmacokinetics and bioavailability) and safety, 63 are focused on efficacy, safety, and
pharmacologic data, and 234 are studies of health results,
from those activities that measure the results of health interventions in habitual clinical practice.
In terms of the study population, the great majority of the
CT conducted in our health area were with adults, and only
87 of the 1.000 were performed with children.

Almost all the phase I CT are conducted with healthy
volunteers, except rare cases involving volunteers patient.
Eighty-six percent of the CT sponsored or financed by
the pharmaceutical industry, with only 14% of the protocols
presented by independent investigators, in our hospital.
In view of the special prominence of the medical area in
clinical research with drugs, a more detailed analysis of the
characteristics of the CT in this area has been conducted.
Fig. (4) shows the distribution of the 621 CT conducted
in the various services of this area. It is notable that 180
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Efficacy & safety
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Fig. (3). Distribution of the 1.000 studies by objectives and by study population.
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(28.9%) have been developed in the service of Internal
Medicine, 71 (11.2%) in Rheumatology, 56 (9%) in Neurology, 50 (8%) in Nephrology, and 46 (7.4%) in Oncology,
which comprise 64.5% of the clinical research in this area.
Nineteen of these CT have been developed in two services
simultaneously, with Internal Medicine/Nephrology as the
most common combination.
In Table 2 we see the distribution of CT in each specialty
of the medical area by pathology.
By groups of pathologies, 137 (21.4%) of the trials concern prevention of cardiovascular risk factors, 125 (19.5%)
concern infectious pathologies, 67 (10.5%) rheumatology, 55
(8.6%) neurological pathology, and 49 (7.7%) oncology.
HIV infection in 88 (13.7%) trials, arterial hypertension in
57 (8.9%), type 2 diabetes in 44 (6.9%), rheumatoid arthritis
in 35 (5.5%), and dementia in 32 (5%) are the clinical entities that capture the most attention in clinical drug research.
Fifty-two point five percent of the group of cardiovascular
risk factor trials and 78.4% of the infectious pathology trials
are conducted in the Internal Medicine service.
Table 2.

If we compare the pathologies most studied with the priority lines of the NPSR, we find concordance in practically
all the groups with the exception of studies of genetic illnesses, illness models and therapy.
DISCUSSION
Regarding the activity of the Spanish Ethics Committees
there are many articles from investigators and sponsors’
point of view [9-13] but limited from the ECs’ perspective,
[14] nevertheless, different from the issues that are analysed
here. The lack of official databases intended for the exploitation of the information related with CTs make the results of
this article more relevant.
The information we find in the medical literature is usually centered on the actions and characteristics of the REC
evaluation, in terms of the time involved until the approval
and the type of clarifications or modifications requested. In
addition, the principal objective of these studies is to try to
analyze and shorten the approval time and required authorizations to initiate trials, as well as to reach greater uniformity
among the various REC resolutions that evaluate a multi-

The Distribution of Clinical Trials in Each Specialty of the Medical Area by Pathology
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centric CT. Only a few of these articles describe the characteristics of the trials [15-22].
Considering our REC rejected 5,4% of the evaluated
protocols, we do consider that the clinical research carried
out in our hospital is definitely in accordance to Directive
2001/20/EC consisting in to protect the rights, safety and
well being of the human subjects involved in these clinical
trials [4]. It has been our REC responsibility to provide public assurance of that protection, by, among other things,
expressing an opinion on the clinical trial protocols, the
suitability of the investigators involved in the trials and the
adequacy of facilities, and on the methods and documents to
be used to inform trials subjects and obtain their informed
consent.
In this analysis, we have not tried to focus on the functioning, evaluation process, or time to response in our REC,
but rather on the intrinsic characteristics of the 1.000 CT
evaluated over a period of six years.
As we mentioned in the introduction, in the REC of our
hospital, currently, some 200 CT are evaluated annually,
which means the hospital participates in some 35% of the CT
that are authorized each year in Spain during the studied period.
Trials by Attending Areas
Our medical attending area is the main support for clinical research with drugs in the hospital with 62.1% of the CT,
while the participation of primary care in clinical research
with drugs is just 3.9%. This low participation of primary
care in our country is permanent and the main causes are
lack of time among investigators who have a heavy workload and, in terms of health systems: a lack of institutional
recognition, absence of prioritization among the given objectives, and a lack of support structure for the development of
research in this area [23].
In the literature analyzed, we have not found articles that
evaluate clinical trials in terms of the attending areas in
which they are conducted.
Trials by Phase of Development and Field
“Phase of Development” or study phase is the variable
that mainly shape the kind of investigation is carried out in a
hospital or by an investigator’s team. Early phases are bound
to investigational excellence because they are usually led to
investigators and centres well experienced.
International multi-centric trials in phase III, sponsored
mainly by the pharmaceutical industry and designed to
evaluate the efficacy and safety of drugs are the prototype
CT in our hospital. This information coincides with that collected in various international articles [15-17]. However,
Decullier et al. [21] indicated in their study that the majority
of research was in the form of national studies (80%) with a
predominance of uni-centric studies. The discrepancy could
be due to the fact that 32% of French trials analyzed did not
evaluate medications, while in our study that only occurs in
5% of cases. Multicentric CTs are around 87% in Italy [22].
“Unicentrism” can be considered a sign of investigational
tradition in a country but on the other hand we can support
that the increase of International multicentric CTs shows
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pharmaceutical’s industry recognition to the good performance and quality of the research performed in our country,
our sites and our investigators.
The majority of the uni-centric CT evaluated by our REC
are phase I studies of bioequivalence conducted in the phase
I unit of the Universidad Autónoma of Madrid. one out of
nineteen Spanish Phase I units.
On the other hand, the Spanish subsidiaries of the pharmaceutical multinationals include among their priority objectives the attraction of clinical research in earlier phases, but
there are few hospitals that have specialized units available
to conduct trials in phase I.
Trials by Objectives and Study Population
As we have already shown, more than half of the trials
(597) are looking for data concerning the efficacy and safety
of new drug entities. This information concurs with that
shown by Keinonen et al. in their review [16]. In recent
years we have seen an increase in studies with marketed
drugs and with research objectives concerning health results.
This could be a consequence of the current rules that regulate
this type of study and that require that approval of a REC be
obtained for trial development since 2002.
The trials that also pursue secondary objectives in pharmacogenetics have clearly increased in recent years, with the
idea of advancing the knowledge base in genetics of illness
and drug response. However, the numeric data that we can
offer are imprecise, since this information only began to be
registered in the year 2004.
Historically, the special protection of vulnerable population groups has made clinical research in pediatrics difficult.
However, recently we have seen an increase in clinical research in infancy, fundamentally for the purpose of knowing
the efficacy, tolerance, and safety of drugs for this population.
Although adults and elderly are the population selected in
91,3% of the trials, the figure of 8,7% for children population is important, specially when compared with Italy, where
just 4% of the trials have children as study population [22].
The figure is probably supported because of the prestigious
of our Children’s Hospital, with 25 clinical units, and our
booming maternity that turns our hospital into the European
hospital with the highest number of labors since 1965 (when
it started its activity). As a consequence, these results are
recognizing our hospital to be considered as a reference centre in our country for neonatology and paediatric clinical
research.
Clinical trials conducted exclusively in older populations
are scarce, but many of the adult trials include older people.
Our database doesn't capture this difference because the CT
in both populations (adults and the elderly) are not very different from those conducted only with adults. The predominance of trials conducted with adult populations coincides
with data collected on from existing literature [15].
Trials by Promoter Type
The new Royal Decree 223/2004 [3] prioritizes among
the research and development objectives of our country, the
potential to develop independent clinical research and en-
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courage the prominence of the clinic as sponsor [24]. However, one of the problems concerns the difficulties in which
the investigators find themselves when trying to act as sponsors of trials not funded by the industry. There are two main
difficulties: obtaining or financing, and the provision of
drugs for the research.
It is unavoidable to associate clinical trial with pharmaceutical industry, but the rates are different within countries:
63-64% of the trials are sponsored by the pharmaceutical
industry in France, 69% in Finland and 84% in Italy [16, 21,
22]. We can deduce from these figures that countries with
investigational tradition have a lower rate of trials sponsored
by pharmaceuticals. According to the data from our EC, 86%
of the evaluated trials are fully sponsored by pharmaceuticals. This data confirms consolidation of previously mentioned research culture when compares to the 89% offered by
the EC of the prestigious and recognized investigational
Hospital Clínico y Provincial de Barcelona [25].
Independent researchers sponsor just 8% of the CT analyzed. This data contrasts with a Finnish study from 1990 in
which the participation of investigators as sponsors was up
to 31%, probably due to the minor difficulty in obtaining the
insurance policies financing [16].
It is worth noting, in our country, the lack of knowledge
regarding the obligations and responsibilities that acting as
sponsor implies, as well as the norms of good clinical practice for the sponsor and investigator [26].
Trials by Service and Pathology
The most active services in our hospital are Internal
Medicine and Rheumatology, followed by Neurology, Nephrology, Oncology, and Hematology. In these services 44.6%
of the clinical research with drugs in our hospital is conducted, and 71,8% in the medical attending area.
The leading place occupied by Internal Medicine in our
hospital is mainly due to the CT studying groups of pathologies related to cardiovascular risk factors and infectious diseases that include clinical entities such as hypertension, type
2 diabetes, and HIV infection. In addition, it happens that
two of the physicians with the most research activity in the
hospital belong to this service.
We have also noted that 19 of the CT are being conducted in two services simultaneously. The most common
combination is that of Internal Medicine and Nephrology. In
these cases, the potential participants have inclusion/exclusion criteria according to the protocol to be followed by patients that attend both services.
The results, in terms of groups of pathologies most researched, do not coincide with the literature reviewed [1517, 23]. In the case of the review by Keinonen et al. [16]
most CT are in neurological pathology followed by oncology
and immunomodulating agents; in third place they put cardiovascular risk factor trials. In the case of the analysis by
Dal-Ré et al., CT in oncology, pneumology and vaccines are
followed by trials researching HIV and metabolism [17]. The
difference in those two reviews, with respect to ours, could
be due in the first case to the unique characteristics of the
participating hospitals, and in the second the differences
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could be due to the lines of laboratory research which are, in
general, limited by their range of products in development.
Our results show that the focus of the research conducted
by the pharmaceutical industry is not in total concordance
with some of the priority lines of research of the NPSR, in
particular with genetic diseases, models of disease and therapy [6]. These processes are of low prevalence and little
economic interest. Research in these "orphan" groups of pathologies would be encouraged by higher public funds than
currently are assigned as part of the Gross National Product
(GNP) of our country.
In this sense, the European Union has reactivated its
commitment with the Strategy of Lisbon, which proposes the
year 2010 as a goal in which the investment in Research,
Development, and Innovation would reach 3% of the GNP.
The breach that exists between Spain and the countries
around it is great. For the Government of Spain this is a state
project and a priority objective of its policies. In a future full
of challenges, investment in research, development, and innovation is key for maintaining and increasing the growth,
productivity and welfare of our society.
To achieve their objectives, the “Ingenio 2010” program
counts on the strategic line CONSOLIDER to achieve researcher excellence, increasing the cooperation between researchers and training large research groups [27].
CONCLUSIONS
The increase in pressure to deliver new and more effective drugs to the market requires that the sponsors and investigators conduct CT with new products under investigation.
It is noteworthy that, in spite of the importance of CT in
biomedicine and the large consumption of resources along
with them, there are hardly any articles that analyze their
characteristics.
In our area the most frequent studies are with drugs, are
sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry, phase III multicentric and international studies, with principal objectives of
efficacy and safety in adult patients. The medical area has
the highest activity, in particular groups of pathologies related to cardiovascular risk factors. This data could possibly
be extrapolated to the rest of Spanish hospitals and something similar may even occur in other western countries.
However, to go deeper into these results, more similar studies would be needed.
The absence of a national database of CT impedes our
ability to know how representative our data are with respect
to other Spanish hospitals with similar characteristics.
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